These speakers will be featured throughout the evening as part of the School of Architecture Gala celebration.

Welcome

Sara Ibarra and Thomas Meyer, FAIA, alumni and Centennial Committee Co-chairs
Dean Thomas Fisher, College of Design
President Eric Kaler, University of Minnesota
Renée Cheng, AIA, Head, School of Architecture

SHAPING PLACES: Building a material legacy

Mary deLaittre, alumna
Mayor R.T. Rybak, Mayor, Minneapolis

SHAPING PEOPLE: Building a design community

Christopher Wingate, alumnus
George Rafferty, FAIA (video) and Craig Rafferty, FAIA, alumni
Marvin Malecha, FAIA, alumnus, and Gunter Dittmar, Associate Professor
Susan Hegland Blumentals, FAIA, alumna
William Pedersen, FAIA, FAAR, alumnus
Lane Rapson, alumnus

SHAPING FUTURE: Defining a vision for the profession

Marc Swackhammer, Associate Professor
Abbie Loosen and Tony Layne, AIA, alumni
Ozayr Saloojee, Associate Professor, and Nedret Butler and Mark Butler, alumni
Molly Eagen, alumna and Thomas Fisher, Dean, College of Design
Renée Cheng, AIA, Head, School of Architecture